DR. ZENZEN’s “ELITE” WINES
Produced from only selected premium grapes, harvested under influence of “Vendange en Vert” (Green
Harvest). Green Harvest is a relatively modern practice, most frequently used for producing finer wines.
Removing the tiny, immature grapes while they are still green, induces the vine to put all of it’s energy
into developing the remaining grapes. In theory this results in better ripening and the creation of more
abundance and matured flavour compounds. In the absence of a green harvest, a healthy vigorous
vine, can often result in the production of diluted and unripened grapes.
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Riesling

Qualitatswein b.A.; More care and effort in the developmental
stages for harvest/production results as stated above. That is
what helps create this wonderfully unique wine. The dryness
style of the elite wines is different from the sweet style
Rieslings, where the quality of sweetness overpowers the
natural fruit aromas.
Germany Rheinhessen
12%
Very compact, (a drier styled Riesling), having a bold ripeness
coming from grapes of deep maturity; an elegant and long
finish.
The best of companions for seafood, Asian cuisine, summer
salads and light cheeses. Serve well chilled.
0 86929 64020 6

Pinot Noir

Qualitatswein b. A. - More care and effort in the developmental
stages for harvest/production results as stated above. That is
what helps create this wonderfully unique wine.
Germany Rheinhessen
12%
A fruit driven, soft velvety Pinot Noir, with medium body.
Aromas reminiscent of black currant and cherry. Wonderful
finish. Very friendly.
Pairs well with widest range of foods, but perfect food
companion for all red meats and pasta dishes. Stands well on
its own.
0 86929 64021 3

Weights / All Bottles, 750mls 2.75#

Weights / All Cases / 12x750mls

33.0#

